FLOOR PREPARATION
STEP 1
BLACK MASTIC, CARPET GLUE, PAINT AND SEALER REMOVAL
PRODUCTS: SEALGREEN SGR1500 OR SGR1600
VIDEOS: BLACK MASTIC REMOVAL
CARPET GLUE, PAINT AND SEALER REMOVAL

WASH AND PRIME FOR COLOR
PRODUCTS: SEALGREEN COLOR STAIN
PRIMER CLEANER PRIMER CLEANER
VIDEO: SCRUB AND WASH FLOOR

FLOW METHOD OR BRUSH METHOD
PRODUCTS: PRIMARY COLOR
VIDEO: FLOW METHOD
BRUSH METHOD

FLOOR REPAIRS
STEP 2
CRACK REPAIR - DIVOTS REPAIR
PRODUCTS: SEALGREEN CONCRETE PATCH REPAIRS

COLOR APPLICATION
STEP 3
FLOW METHOD
PRODUCT: SECONDARY COLOR HIGHLIGHT
VIDEO: FLOW METHOD ONLY

SEALER APPLICATION
STEP 4
EPOXY SEALER - 1ST COAT
PRODUCT: SEALGREEN E10
VIDEO: HOW TO APPLY E10

W10 FINISH COAT
PRODUCT: SEALGREEN W10 GLOSS
VIDEO: HOW TO APPLY W10 GLOSS

FLOW METHOD OR BRUSH METHOD
PRODUCTS: PRIMARY COLOR
VIDEO: FLOW METHOD
BRUSH METHOD

FINAL COAT
STEP 5
DURABLE FINISH COAT WITH ANTISKID
PRODUCTS: SEALGREEN POLY
STEPGUARD WITH ANTISKID
VIDEO: HOW TO APPLY
THIS PROCESS IS IDENTICAL TO THE E10 APPLICATION